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THE NUMERICAL MODELING OF PLASMA FLOW IN MPD THRUSTER

N. BARARANOV*

Abstract

The plasma flow investigation in End-Fire Thruster is
performed. For description of plasma parameters in thruster the
model problem is considered about supersonic plasma flow in
cylindrical channel. The boundary conditions for equation of
magnetic field are given by experimental distributions, which were
obtained from quasi-steady thruster operation with a symmetric
discharge. A comparison between spatial magnetic field
distributions calculated by quasi-two dimensional and two
dimensional approximations is carried out.

Nomenclature

a - speed of sound
Af - Alfven number
B - magnetic field,strength

E - electric field, strength
p - pressure
S- radius of ano:-de

Re- magnetic Reyn' :id number

".V,-eylinlrical c:rcinstes
r - ti(.e

1- ter;perattLre

u - axial velocity
v - radial velocity

7 - adiabatic exponent

0- per-neabiliity or free space
P - mass density
3 - electric conductivity
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Subscripts

o - initial section
z - axial

n - normal

Introduction

Work is now underway toward the construction of a theory of
plasma flow in End Fire Thruster (EFT) [1,2]. One of the dominant
conclusion of some investigations is that the quasi-one
dimensional code allow to describe the features of plasma flow in
EFT and yield a sufficient correlation between the theoretioal and
experimental results, in particular, the electromagnetic part of
thruster.

As a further check on a hydraulic approximation for a plasma
flow the quasi-two dimensional code was performed, wherein the gas
dynamic quantities were an uniform in the sections, but magnetic
field was a spatial distribution [3]. The basic conclusion of
quasi-two dimensional description of plasma flow was a
verification of a feasibility of hydraulic (quasi-one dimensional)
approximation.

Whereas, some distinction between theoretical and experimental
spatial distributions of magnetic field near initial section has
been detected. For clarity, now the two dimensional numerical code
of plasma flow in EFT is developed.

Plasma flow model

The scheme of plasma flow in EFT is shown in fig.1.
The performed estimates based on experimental results: [41 -EFT on
argon, [5] - EFT on lithium, shown that Hall effect, viscosity
and heat conducting were negligible small in the bulk of flow.

The electrode layers also aren't considered.
Then differential equation system takes the next form:
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U Fig. 1: the schemne of plasmi flow in EFT

I The dimenmsionless procedure are perfortned with the net
qua -ntities at the inlet section (lines in (1-4) are lacking):
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Airven and magnetic Reynolds numbers are defined:

A4=O Reo= Ooaoro.
Popa

The inlet section marked in fig.1 as 0-0.

Boundary conditions:

z=0: p=1, u=M =1,01-1,5, T=1, B=1,5r, u=0:

z=L: 2f = 0, where f= p,u,v,p ;
dz2

r=0: LP _ au _ ap _ = 0, B=O, v=O:
az az az az

r=R: E=0, v =0.

The equations solved by MaoCormaok code. An approximation of
boundary conditions at anode and at the center line follow the
reflection method.

Numerical rezults

The calculated and experimental distributions of magnetic field
in some EFT sections are shown in fig.2. For comparison the
results of numerical modeling with quasi-two dimensional equations
also are shown. It is seen from fig.2 that spatial distributions
of magnetic field practically are uniform for two codes.

It is evident that one way to improve the agreement between
calculating and experimental B(r,z) distributions is to give by u
and v distributions more closely paralleled experimental
distributions.
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